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AUDIENT ID4 USB INTERFACE
Versatile, Affordable, Portable

The Audient iD4 ($199) is packed with features, including a Class-A Audient Console Mic Preamplifier, 
high-performance A/D converters, a JFET DI, dual headphone outputs, monitor control and Audient’s virtu-
al scroll-wheel technology. The USB 2 ports provide audio and bus power to the all-aluminum enclosure. Al-
so featured is Monitor Mix, allowing the user to monitor a blend of both iD4’s inputs and a DAW’s playback 
with near-zero latency monitoring during recording.

ELYSIA KARACTER  
COLORING BOX 
Single-Rackspace Stereo Saturator

In addition to the complete feature set of the existing karacter 
500 Series module, the karacter rack version ($1,679) offers CV 

capability. External control voltages routed to the rack allow modulation or recall of its Drive and Mix parameter settings by analog synths, MIDI-to-CV interfaces 
and many other sources that can be used to feed the karacter with oscillator rates, value sweeps, and setup changes. The karacter offers two individual channels that 
can be used in dual mono, linked stereo and Mid/Side configuration.

ZAOR YESK WORKSTATION DESK
Elegantly Crafted Studio Furniture

The YESK wooden studio desk from ZAOR ($999) is positioned at a height of 37.4 inches (950 mm). The 
top-level is nearly five feet wide and reserved for studio monitors and computer screens, while the deeper, 
five-foot-wide workstation panel is positioned further forward at a height of 31.2 inches (793 mm) for po-
sitioning a variety of hardware devices. Other features include retractable keyboard trays and workstation 
panels with a total of 8U rackspace (split into 2x 4U).

PRESONUS STUDIOLIVE 
RML MIXERS UPDATED
Line-Level Inputs for Studio/Live Use

PreSonus has released two new StudioLive RML Series models that offer line-level inputs, in 
addition to the XLR mic inputs found in the RM Series. Designed for live sound mixing and 
studio recording, StudioLive RML16AI and RML32AI mixers provide 32 internal channels and 
25 buses, a 52x34 FireWire 800 recording interface, AVB Ethernet networking, and Fat Chan-

nel signal processing on all input channels and all buses, including a 4-band parametric EQ, compressor, gate and limiter. 
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MINNETONKA  
AUDIOTOOLS CLOUD
Online Processing for Audio, Video and Broadcast

Minnetonka AudioTools Cloud (priced per application) is an ad-
vanced audio processing solution that provides loudness control, 
encoding, decoding, channel management, frame rate conversion, 
quality control, and container management from an easy-to-use 
interface designed for the Amazon AWS Marketplace. AudioTools 
Cloud is based on Minnetonka’s AudioTools Server—a platform 
that delivers interoperable, scalable, file-based audio automation. 
AudioTools Server has become the Number One enterprise-level 
platform for automated and unattended file-based audio processing 
and has helped broadcasters add Loudness Management processes 
to their existing video-centric file-based environments.

NEYRINCK’S V-PANNER FOR  
DOLBY ATMOS
Pro Tools Plug-in Control and Immersive Sound

The Neyrinck system for controlling DAWs from tablets, smartphones and laptop brows-
ers now includes a Dolby Atmos pan screen in V-Panner, and iOS versions of the V-Con-
sole app, for controlling the Dolby Atmos plug-in in Pro Tools (free for current V-Control 
Pro 2 owners). When using an iPad, V-Panner and V-Console can connect directly to the 
computer, without WiFi, using the Apple Lightning to USB, or 30-pin to USB, cables, 
which provide ultra-fast response and compatibility with secure facilities. The Dolby At-
mos iPad screen includes controls for Z-Elevation, and Wedge, Ceiling, and Sphere Eleva-
tion modes, as well as an object size control, mirroring controls in the plug-in.

PROPELLERHEAD SOFTWARE REASON 9
New Sounds, Devices, Production Tools

Reason 9 from Propellerhead Software ($449 new/$129 upgrade) introduces a host of 
new devices, sounds and creative tools. Features include three Player devices that in-
stantly transform any MIDI input into compelling music. Note Echo creates rhythmic, 
pitched MIDI delays for melodies, drum rolls and more, while Scales & Chords turns 
simple melodies into beautiful harmonies and chords. From classic up-and-down to 
polyphonic and polyrhythmic, Dual Arpeggio breathes new life into any instrument 
in a user’s Reason rack. Reason’s new Pitch Edit mode can be used to fix out-of-tune 
notes, adjust vibrato, change timing, create new melodies from a recording, change the 
dynamics, and more.

THERMIONIC  
CULTURE SWIFT EQ
Dual-Channel Tube Equalizer

The Thermionic Culture Swift EQ ($3,999) is a 2-channel tube 
equalizer designed with the classic Pultec and Baxandall approaches 
in mind. Features include an all-tube signal path using NOS and 
new production tubes; shelving bass and treble lift/cut controls at 
two frequencies each; Presence and Air controls; adjustable gain 
in .75dB steps; and virtually no distortion unless driven beyond a 
DAW’s capability. Also, it’s practically noiseless.
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